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Abstrat:Resoure Disovery is a ruial issue in the deployment of omputational grids over largesale peer-to-peer platforms. Beause they e�iently allow range queries, Tries (a.k.a.,Pre�x Trees) appear to be among promising ways in the design of distributed data stru-tures indexing resoures. Self-stabilization is an e�ient approah in the design of reliablesolutions for dynami systems. A snap-stabilizing algorithm guarantees that it always be-haves aording to its spei�ation. In other words, a snap-stabilizing algorithm is also aself-stabilizing algorithm whih stabilizes in 0 steps.In this paper, we provide the �rst snap-stabilizing protool for trie onstrution. Wedesign partiular tries alled Proper Greatest Common Pre�x (PGCP) Tree. The proposedalgorithm arranges the n label values stored in the tree, in average, in O(h + h′) rounds,where h and h′ are the initial and �nal heights of the tree, respetively. In the worst ase,the algorithm requires an O(n) extra spae on eah node, O(n) rounds and O(n2) ations.However, simulations show that, using relevant data sets, this worst ase is far from beingreahed and on�rm the average omplexities, making this algorithm e�ient in pratie.Key-words: Peer-to-peer systems, Fault-tolerane, Self-stabilization, Snap-stabilization,Grid omputing



Arbre de pré�xe snap-stabilisant pour les systèmespair-à-pairRésumé :La déouverte de ressoures est un point ruial pour les grilles de alul dessinées pourêtre déployées à large éhelle. Pare qu'ils permettent des requêtes sur des plages de va-leurs, les arbres de pré�xes distribués semblent être une struture adaptée à la reherhedéentralisée de ressoures géographiquement distribuées.L'auto-stabilisation est une approhe e�ae pour la mise en plae de solutions �ablespour les systèmes dynamiques. Un algorithme dit snap-stabilisant se omporte toujoursen aord ave ses spéi�ations. Autrement dit, un algorithme snap-stabilisant est unalgorithme auto-stabilisant qui se stabilise en 0 étape.Dans e rapport, nous dérivons le premier protoole snap-stabilisant pour la onstru-tion d'arbres de pré�xe distribués. L'algorithme proposé arrange les n labels stokés dansl'arbre, en moyenne en O(h + h′), h et h′ étant les hauteurs initiale et �nale de l'arbre, res-petivement. Dans le pire as, l'algorithme néessite un espae mémoire en O(n) sur haquen÷ud de l'arbre, O(n) étapes et O(n2) opérations. Nous montrons par simulation que epire as est loin d'être atteint dans des as réels, on�rmant les omplexités moyennes, etdon l'e�aité de et algorithme dans la pratique.Mots-lés : Pair-à-pair, tolérane aux pannes, auto-stabilisation, snap-stabilisation, grillesde alul
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4 E. Caron, F. Desprez, F. Petit, C. Tedeshi1 IntrodutionThese last few years have seen the development of large sale grids onneting distributedresoures (omputation resoures, storage failities, omputation libraries, et.) in a seamlessway. This is now an e�ient alternative to superomputers for solving large problems suhas high energy physis, bioinformatis or simulation. However, existing middleware systemsalways require a minimal stable entralized infrastruture and are not usable over dynamilarge sale distributed platforms. To ope with the harateristis of these future platforms,it has been widely suggested to use peer-to-peer tehnologies inside middleware [22℄. Earlydistributed hash tables (DHT), designed for very large sale platforms, e.g., to share �les overthe Internet, have several major drawbaks. Among them, there is the fat that they onlysupport exat math queries. An important amount of work has reently been undertakento allow more omplex querying over peer-to-peer systems. A promising way to ahieve thisis the use of tries (a.k.a., pre�x trees). Trie-based approahes outperform other ones bye�iently supporting range queries and easily extending to multi-riteria searhes.Unfortunately, although fault tolerane is a mandatory feature of systems aiming atbeing deployed at large sale (to avoid data loss and allow a orret routing of messagesthrough the network), tries only o�er a poor robustness in dynami environment. The rashof one or several nodes leads to the loss of stored objets and to the split of the trie intoseveral subtries. These subtries may then not reonnet orretly, making the trie invalidand thus unable to proess queries. Among reent trie-based approahes, the fault-toleraneis either ignored, or handled by preventive mehanisms, intensively using repliation whihan be very ostly in terms of omputing and storage resoures. Afterward, the purposeis to ompute the right trade-o� between the repliation ost and the robustness of thesystem. Nevertheless, repliation does not formally ensure the reovery of the system afterarbitrary failures. From this point on, it remains only to use a strategy based on the best-e�ort approah. This is why we believe that suh systems ould take advantage of usingself-stabilization tehniques in order to satisfy the fault tolerane requirements.The onept of self-stabilization [16℄ is a general tehnique to design a system toleratingarbitrary transient faults. A self-stabilizing system, regardless of the initial states of theproessors and initial messages in the links, is guaranteed to onverge to the intended be-havior in �nite time. Thus, a self-stabilizing system does not need to be reinitialized and isable to reover from transient failures by itself.In this paper, we propose a snap-stabilizing distributed algorithm to build a ProperGreatest Proper Common Pre�x (GPCP) Tree starting from any labeled rooted tree. A snap-stabilizing [13℄ algorithm ensures that the system always maintains the desirable behaviorand is obviously optimal in stabilization time. The property of snap-stabilization is ahievedwithin the well-known Dijkstra's theoritial model [15℄ where in eah omputation step, eahnode an atomially read variables (or, registers) owned by its neighboring nodes.The proposed algorithm arranges the n label values (eah node holds a single label)stored in the tree, in average, in O(h + h′) rounds, where h and h′ are the initial (beforereonstrution) and �nal (after reonstrution) height of the tree, respetively. In the worstase, the algorithm requires an O(n) extra spae on a given node, O(n) rounds and O(n2)INRIA



Snap-stabilizing Pre�x Tree for P2P Systems 5operations. However, simulations show that, using relevant data sets, the worst ase isfar from being reahed and on�rm the average omplexity. It also shows the pratiale�ieny of the proposed algorithm and the bene�t of snap-stabilization in the design ofe�ient algorithms for unreliable, dynami environments where the best-e�ort seems to bea valuable strategy.In Setion 2, we summarize reent peer-to-peer tehnologies used for resoure disoveryand their fault-tolerane mehanisms, followed by similar works undertaken in the �eld ofself-stabilization. In Setion 3, we desribe the abstrat model in whih our algorithm isdesigned, and present what it means for a distributed algorithm to be snap-stabilizing.We also speify the PGCP Tree and related distributed data strutures. In Setion 4, thesnap-stabilizing sheme protool is presented, and its orretness proof and omplexitiesdisussed. Simulation proess are explained and results given in Setion 5. Finally, weonlude by summarizing the ontribution of the paper and a brief desription of next stepsin this work.2 Related WorkFirst peer-to-peer algorithms aiming at retrieving objets were based on the �ooding ofthe network, overloading the network while providing non-exhaustive responses. Addressingboth the salability and the exhaustiveness issues, the distributed hash tables [25, 26, 29℄,logial hops required to route and the loal state grow logarithmially with the number ofnodes partiipating in the system. Unfortunately, DHTs present several major drawbaks.Among them, the rigidity of the requesting mehanism, only allowing exat math queries,hinders its use over distributed omputational platforms that require more omplex meaningsof searh.A large amount of work takles the opportunity to allow more �exibility in the retrievalproess over strutured peer-to-peer networks. Peer-to-peer systems users have been giventhe opportunity to plug di�erent tehnologies on DHTs, suh as the ability to retrieve re-soures desribed by semi-strutured languages [5℄, to manage data thanks to traditionaldatabase operations [30℄, or to support multi-attribute range queries [1, 23, 27, 28℄. Amongthis last series of work supporting multi-attribute range queries, a new kind of overlay, basedon tries, has emerged. Trie-strutured approahes outperform others in the sense that log-arithmi (or onstant if we assume an upper bound on the depth of the trie) lateny isahieved by parallelizing the resolution of the query in the several branhes of the trie.Pre�x Hash Tree (PHT) [24℄ dynamially builds a trie of the given key-spae as an upperlayer and maps it over any DHT-like network. Obviously, the arhiteture of PHT results inthe multipliation of the omplexities of the trie and of the underlying DHT. The problemof fault tolerane is then delegated to the DHT layer. Skip Graphs, introdued in [3℄, arealso similar to a trie, but rely on skip lists, allowing the use of their probabilisti fault tol-erane. Nevertheless, a repair mehanism of the partiular skip graph struture is provided.Nodewiz [6℄, another trie-strutured overlay does not address the fault-tolerane problemby assuming the nodes reliable. Finally, P-Grid [14℄ tolerane is based on probabilistiRR n° 0123456789



6 E. Caron, F. Desprez, F. Petit, C. Tedeshirepliation. Initially designed for the purpose of servie disovery over dynami omputa-tional grids and aimed at solving some drawbaks of these previous approahes, we reentlydeveloped a novel arhiteture, based on a logial greatest ommon pre�x tree [11℄. Thisstruture, more formally desribed in the following, is dynamially built as objets, e.g.,omputational servies, are delared by some servers. The fault tolerane is also addressedby repliation of nodes and links of the tree. Another advantage of the tehnology presentedin [11℄ is its ability to greedily take into aount the heterogeneity of the underlying physialnetwork to make a more e�ient tree overlay.To summarize, the fault-tolerane issue is mostly either ignored, delegated or repliation-based. In [10℄, we provided a �rst alternative to the repliation approah. The idea wasto let the trie rash and to a posteriori reonnet and reorder the nodes. However, thisprotool assumed the validity of subtries being reordered, thus limiting the �eld of initialon�gurations being handled and repaired. In the following setions, we present a newprotool able to repair any labeled rooted tree to make a valid greatest ommon pre�x treeand thus to o�er a general systemati mehanism to maintain distributed tries.In the self-stabilizing area, some investigations take interest in maintaining distributeddata strutures. The solutions in [19, 20, 21℄ fous on binary heap and 2-3 trees. Severalapproahes have also been onsidered for a distributed spanning tree maintenane e.g.,[2, 4, 12, 17, 18℄. In [18℄, a new model for distributed algorithms designed for large salesystems is introduted. In [7℄, the authors presented the �rst snap-stabilizing distributedsolution for the Binary Searh Tree (BST) problem. Their solution requires O(n) rounds tobuild the BST, whih is proved to be asymptotially optimal for this problem in the samepaper.3 PreliminariesIn this setion, we �rst present the distributed system model used in the design of ouralgorithm. Then, we reall the onept of snap-stabilization and speify the distributeddata strutures onsidered.3.1 Distributed SystemThe distributed algorithm presented in this paper is intended for pratial peer-to-peer (P2P)networks. A P2P network onsists of a set of asynhronous physial nodes with distintIDs, ommuniating by message passing. Any physial node P1 an ommuniate withany physial node P2, provided P1 knows the ID of P2 (ignoring physial routing details).Eah physial node maintains one or more logial nodes of the distributed logial tree. Ouralgorithm is run inside all these logial nodes. Note that the tree topology is suseptibleto hanges during its reonstrution. Eah logial node of the tree has to be onsideredmapped on a physial node of the underlying network. However, the mapping proess fallsbeyond the sope of this paper.
INRIA



Snap-stabilizing Pre�x Tree for P2P Systems 7In order to simplify the design, proofs, and omplexity analysis of our algorithm, we usethe theoretial formal state model introdued in [15℄. We apply this model on logial nodes(or simply, nodes) only. The message exhanges are modeled by the ability of a node toread the variables of some other nodes, heneforth referred to as its neighbors. A node anonly write to its own variables. Eah ation is of the following form: < label >:: < guard >
→ < statement >. The guard of an ation in the program of p is a boolean expressioninvolving the variables of p and its neighbors. The statement of an ation of p updates oneor more variables of p. An ation an be exeuted only if its guard evaluates to true. Weassume that the ations are atomially exeuted, meaning the evaluation of a guard and theexeution of the orresponding statement of an ation, if exeuted, are done in one atomistep.The state of a node is de�ned by the values of its variables. The state of a system isa produt of the states of all nodes. In the sequel, we refer to the state of a node and thesystem as a state and a on�guration, respetively. Let a relation denoted by 7→, on C (theset of all possible on�gurations of the system). A omputation of a protool P is a maximalsequene of on�gurations e = (γ0, γ1, ..., γi, γi+1, ...), suh that for i ≥ 0, γi 7→ γi+1 (a singleomputation step) if γi+1 exists, or γi is a terminal on�guration.A proessor p is said to be enabled in γ (γ ∈ C) if there exists at least an ation A suhthat the guard of A is true in γ. We onsider that any enabled node p is neutralized inthe omputation step γi 7→ γi+1 if p is enabled in γi and not enabled in γi+1, but does notexeute any ation between these two on�gurations (the neutralization of a node representsthe following situation: At least one neighbor of p hanges its state between γi and γi+1,and this hange e�etively made the guard of all ations of p false.) We assume an unfairand distributed daemon. The unfairness means that even if a proessor p is ontinuouslyenabled, then p may never be hosen by the daemon unless p is the only enabled node.The distributed daemon implies that during a omputation step, if one or more nodes areenabled, then the daemon hooses at least one (possibly more) of these enabled nodes toexeute an ation.In order to ompute the time omplexity, we use the de�nition of round. This de�nitionaptures the exeution rate of the slowest node in any omputation. The set of all possibleomputations of P is denoted as E . The set of possible omputations of P starting with agiven on�guration α ∈ C is denoted as Eα. Given a omputation e (e ∈ E), the �rst roundof e (let us all it e′) is the minimal pre�x of e ontaining the exeution of one ation of theprotool or the neutralization of every enabled node from the �rst on�guration. Let e′′ bethe su�x of e, i.e., e = e′e′′. Then seond round of e is the �rst round of e′′, and so on.3.2 Snap-StabilizationLet X be a set. x ⊢ P means that an element x ∈ X satis�es the prediate P de�ned on theset X .De�nition 1 (Snap-stabilization) The protool P is snap-stabilizing for the spei�ation
SPP on E if and only if the following ondition holds: ∀α ∈ C : ∀e ∈ Eα :: e ⊢ SPP .RR n° 0123456789



8 E. Caron, F. Desprez, F. Petit, C. Tedeshi3.3 Proper Greatest Common Pre�x TreeLet an ordered alphabet A be a �nite set of letters. Denote ≺ an order on A. A nonempty word w over A is a �nite sequene of letters a1, . . . , ai, . . . , al, l > 0. The on-atenation of two words u and v, denoted u ◦ v or simply uv, is equal to the word
a1, . . . , ai, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bj , . . . , bl suh that u = a1, . . . , ai, . . . , ak and v = b1, . . . , bj , . . . , bl.Let ǫ be the empty word suh that for every word w, wǫ = ǫw = w. The length of a word
w, denoted by |w|, is equal to the number of letters of w�|ǫ| = 0.A word u is a pre�x (respetively, proper pre�x ) of a word v if there exists a word
w suh that v = uw (resp., v = uw and u 6= v). The Greatest Common Pre�x (resp.,Proper Greatest Common Pre�x ) of a olletion of words w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . . (i ≥ 2), denoted
GCP (w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . .) (resp. PGCP (w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . .)), is the longest pre�x u sharedby all of them (resp., suh that ∀i ≥ 1, u 6= wi).De�nition 2 (PGCP Tree) A Proper Greatest Common Pre�x Tree is a labeled rootedtree suh that eah node label is the Proper Greatest Common Pre�x of every pair of itshildren labels.In the design of our protool, we also needs the relaxed form of PGCP Tree de�ned asfollows:De�nition 3 (Pre�xHeap) A Pre�xHeap is a labeled rooted tree suh that eah node labelis the Proper Greatest Common Pre�x of all its hildren labels.4 Snap-stabilizing PGCP TreeIn this setion, we present the snap-stabilizing PGCP tree maintenane. We provide adetailed explanation of how the algorithm works from initialization until the labels arearranged in the tree suh that it beomes a PGCP tree. Next, the proof of snap-stabilizationand omplexity issues are given.4.1 The algorithmThe ode of our solution is shown in Algorithms 1 and 2. We assume that initially, thereexists a labeled rooted tree spanning the network. Every node p maintains a �nite set ofhildren Cp = {c1, . . . , ck}, whih ontains the addresses of its hildren in the tree. Eahnode p is able to know the address of its father using the maro fp. The uniqueness of thefather is ensured by the use of the funtion MinID(S) whih returns the minimal valuesin the set S1. So, eah node p an loally determine if it is either (1) the single root of thespanning tree (fp is unspei�ed), (2) an internal node (fp is spei�ed and Cp 6= ∅), or (3) a1In a real P2P network, the relationship hild/father is easily preserved by exhanging messages betweena hild node and its father.

INRIA



Snap-stabilizing Pre�x Tree for P2P Systems 9leaf node (cp = ∅). In the sequel, we denote the set of nodes in the tree rooted at p as Tp(hereafter, also alled the tree Tp) and the height of the tree rooted at p as h(Tp).Eah node p holds a label lp and a state Sp in {I,B,H}2�stand for Idle, Broadcast,and Heapify, respetively. The algorithm uses two basi funtions to reate and deletenodes from the tree. The NEWNODE(lbl, st, chldn) funtion reates a new node labeled by
lbl, whose initial state is st and with a set of hildren initialized with chldn. One the newnode reated by this funtion is integrated to a set of hildren, the fp maro will ensure itsfather to be orretly set. Finally, the same fp maro will set the father variable of nodes in
chldn. The DESTROY(p) funtion is alled to stop the proess of a given node, (its refereneshould have been previously deleted from any other node).Algorithm 1 Snap-Stabilizing PGCP Tree � Variables, Maros, and Ations.Variables: lp, the label of p

Cp = {c1, . . . , ck}
Sp = {I, B} if p is the root, {I, H} if p is a leaf node, {I, B, H} otherwise (p is an internal node)Maros: fp ≡ MinID({q : p ∈ Cq})
SameLabelp(L) ≡ {c ∈ Cp| (lc = L)}
SameGCPp(L) ≡ {c1, c2, . . . , ck ∈ Cp| GCP (c1, c2, . . . , ck) = L}
SameP GCPp(L) ≡ SameGCPp(L) \ {c ∈ SameGCPp(L)| lc = L}Ations: {For the root node}

InitBroadcast :: Sp = I ∧ (∀c ∈ Cp| Sc = I) −→ Sp := B;
InitRepair :: Sp = B ∧ (∀c ∈ Cp| Sc = H) −→ HEAPIFY();REPAIR(); Sp := I;{For the internal nodes}

F orwardBroadcast :: Sp = I ∧ Sfp
= B ∧ (∀c ∈ Cp| Sc = I) −→ Sp := B;

BackwardHeap :: Sp = B ∧ Sfp
= B ∧ (∀c ∈ Cp| Sc = H) −→ HEAPIFY(); Sp := H;

F orwardRepair :: Sp = H ∧ Sfp
= I ∧ (∀c ∈ Cp| Sc ∈ {H, I}) −→ REPAIR(); Sp := I;

ErrorCorrection :: Sp = B ∧ Sfp
∈ {H, I} −→ Sp := I;{For the leaf nodes}

InitHeap :: Sp = I ∧ Sfp
= B −→ Sp := H

EndRepair :: Sp = H ∧ Sfp
= I −→ Sp := I;The basi idea of the algorithm is derived from the fast version of the snap-stabilizingPIF in [8℄ and runs in three phases: The root initiates the �rst phase, alled the Broad-ast phase, by exeuting Ation InitBroadcast. All the internal nodes in the tree parti-ipate in this phase by forwarding the broadast message to their desendants � Ation

ForwardBoradcast. One the broadast phase reahes the leaves, they initiates the seondphase of our sheme, alled the heapify phase, by exeuting Ation InitHeap.During the heapify phase, a Pre�xHeap is built � refer to De�nition 3. We also ensurein this phase that for every node p, p is a single node in Tp with a value equal to lp. Theheapify phase is omputed using Proedure HEAPIFY (), exeuted by all the internal �Ations BackwardHeap. The heapify phase eventually reahes the root whih also exeutesProedure HEAPIFY () and initiates the third and last phase of our sheme, alled theRepair phase � Ation InitRepair. The aim of this phase is to orret the two followingproblems that an our in the Pre�xHeap. First, even if no node in Tp has the same labelas p, the same label may exist in di�erent branhes of the tree; Seond, if eah node is the2To ease the reading of the algorithm, we assume that Sp ∈ {I, B} (respetively, {I, H}) if p is the root(resp., p is a leaf). We ould easily avoid this assumption by adding the following guarded ation for theroot (resp.leaf) node: Sp = H (resp. Sp = B) −→ Sp := I. Note that this orretion ould our only one.
RR n° 0123456789



10 E. Caron, F. Desprez, F. Petit, C. TedeshiAlgorithm 2 Snap-Stabilizing PGCP Tree � Proedures.
1.01Proedure HEAPIFY()
1.02 Cp := Cp ∪ {NEWNODE (lp, H, {})}
1.03 lp := GCP({lc| c ∈ Cp})
1.04 for all c ∈ Cp| lc = lp do
1.05 Cp := Cp ∪ Cc \ {c}
1.06 DESTROY(c)
1.07 done
2.01Proedure REPAIR()
2.02 while ∃(c1, c2) ∈ Cp| lc1

= lc2
do

2.03 Cp := Cp ∪ {NEWNODE(lc1
, H, Cs| s∈SameLabel(lc1

))}

2.04 for all c ∈ SameLabelp(lc1
) do

2.05 DESTROY(c)
2.06 done
2.07 done
2.08 while ∃c ∈ Cp| SameP GCPp(lc) 6= ∅ do
2.09 Cp := Cp ∪ {NEWNODE(lc, H, Cc ∪ SameP GCPp(lc)}
2.10 Cp := Cp \ SameP GCPp(lc)
2.11 DESTROY(c)
2.12 done
2.13 while ∃(c1, c2) ∈ Cp| |GCP (lc1

, lc2
)| > |lp| do

2.14 Cp := Cp ∪ {NEWNODE(GCP(lc1
, lc2

), H, SameGCPp(GCP (lc1
, lc2

))}

2.15 Cp := Cp \ SameGCPp(GCP (lc1
, lc2

))

2.16 donegreatest ommon pre�x of its hildren labels, it is not neessarily the greatest ommon pre�xof any pairs of its hildren labels.The repair phase works similarly as in the Broadast phase. The root and the internalnodes exeute Proedure REPAIR() starting from the root toward the leaves � Ations
InitRepair and ForwardRepair. During this phase, for eah node p, four ases an happen:1. Several hildren of p have the same label. Then, all the hildren with the same labelare merged into a single hild � Lines 2.02 to 2.07;2. The labels of some hildren of p are pre�xed with the label of some of its brothers.In that ase, the addresses of the pre�xed hildren are moved into the orrespondingbrother � Lines 2.08 to 2.12;3. The labels of some hildren of p are pre�xed with a label whih does not exist amongtheir brothers and whih are longer than the label of p. Then, for eah set of hildrenwith the same pre�x, p builds a new node with the orresponding pre�x label and theorresponding subset of nodes as hildren � Lines 2.13 to 2.16.4. If none of the previous three ases appear, nothing is done.Finally, Phase REPAIR() ends at leaf nodes by exeuting Ation EndRepair. Thisindiates the end of the PGCP tree onstrution. Note that sine we are onsidering self-stabilizing systems, the internal nodes need to orret abnormal situations due to the unpre-ditable initial on�guration. The unique abnormal situation whih ould avoid the normalprogress of the three phases of our sheme is the following: An internal node p is in State B(done with its broadast phase) but its father fp is in State H or I, indiating that it is
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Snap-stabilizing Pre�x Tree for P2P Systems 11done exeuting its Heapify phase or it is Idle, respetively. In that ase, p exeutes A-tion ErrorCorrection, in the worst ase, pushing down Tp the abnormal broadast phaseuntil reahing the leaf nodes of Tp. This guarantees the liveness of the protool despiteunpreditable initial on�gurations of the system.4.2 Corretness proofIn this setion we show that the algorithm desribed in Subsetion 4.1 is a snap-stabilizingPGCP tree algorithm. The omplexities are also disussed.Remark 4 To prove that an algorithm provides a snap-stabilizing PGCP tree algorithm,we need to show that the algorithm satis�es the following two properties: (1) starting fromany on�guration, the root eventually exeutes an initialization ation; (2) Any exeution,starting from this ation, builds a PGCP tree.Let us �rst onsider the algorithm by ignoring the two proedures HEAPIFY () and
REPAIR(). In that ase, the algorithm is very similar to the snap-stabilizing PIF in [8℄.The only di�erene between both algorithms onsists in the third phase. In Algorithm 1, thethird phase is initiated by the root only, after the heapify phase terminated only, whereasin [8℄, the third phase an be initiated by any node one itself and its father are donewith the seond phase. That means that with the solution in [8℄, both the seond and thethird phase an run onurrently. That would be the ase with Algorithm 1 if the guard ofAtion ForwardRepair has been as follows: Sp = H∧Sfp

∈ {H, I}∧(∀c ∈ Cp| Sc ∈ {H, I})However, it follows from the proofs in [8℄ that the behavior imposed by our solution isa partiular behavior of the snap-stabilizing PIF algorithm. This behavior happens whenall the nodes are slow to exeute the ation orresponding to the third phase. Sine thealgorithm in [8℄ works with an unfair daemon, the algorithm ensures that, eventually, the rootinitiates the third phase, leading the system to behave as Algorithm 1. Therefore, ignoringthe e�ets of the two proedures HEAPIFY () and REPAIR() on the tree topology, theproof of snap-stabilization in [8℄ is also valid with our algorithm.Considering the two proedures HEAPIFY () and REPAIR() again, sine in every p,the set Cp is �nite, it diretly follows from the ode of the two proedures in Algorithm 2that that in every p, the set Cp is �nite: every exeution of Proedures HEAPIFY () or
REPAIR() is �nite.It follows from the above disussion :Lemma 1 Starting from any on�guration, the root node an exeute Ation InitBroadcostin a �nite time even if the daemon is unfair.As a orollary of Lemma 1, the �rst ondition of Remark 4 holds. Also, this show thatevery PGCP tree omputation initiated by the root eventually terminates. It remains toshow that the seond ondition of Remark 4 also holds for any node p.Lemma 2 After the exeution of Proedure HEAPIFY by a node p, Tp is a Pre�xHeap.RR n° 0123456789



12 E. Caron, F. Desprez, F. Petit, C. TedeshiProof. We prove this by indution on h(Tp). Sine Proedure HEAPIFY() annot beexeuted by a leaf node, we onsider h(Tp) ≥ 1.1. Let h(Tp) be equal to 1. So, all the hildren of p are leaves. Exeuting Lines 1.02to 1.03, p is as a new hild, itself a leaf node, labeled with lp, while lp ontains thegreatest ommon pre�x of all its hildren. After the exeution of Lines 1.04 to 1.07, pontains no hild c suh that lc = lp. Thus, lp is a PGCP of all its hildren labels.2. Assume that the lemma statement is true for any p suh that h(Tp) ≤ k where k ≥ 1.We will now show that the statement is also true for any p suh that h(Tp) = k + 1.By assumption, the lemma statement is true for all the hildren of p, i.e., ∀c ∈ Cp, lcis a proper pre�x of any label in Tc, and lc is the PGCP of all nodes in Cc. So, afterexeuting Proedure HEAPIFY(), following the same reasoning as in Case 1, lp is aPGCP of all its hildren, and sine themselves are the root of a Pre�xHeap, for every
c ∈ Cp, lp is also a proper pre�x of any label in Tc. Hene, the lemma statement isalso true for p.

2Corollary 3 After the system exeuted a omplete Heapify phase, the whole tree is a Pre-�xHeap.Lemma 4 After the exeution of Proedure REPAIR() by a node p suh that h(Tp) ≥ 1,then for every pair (c1, c2) ∈ Cp, lp = PGCP (c1, c2).Proof. Given p suh that h(Tp) ≥ 1 and that lp is a proper pre�x of any lc for
c ∈ Cp (what we know by Lemma 2), if the tree following onditions are true for every pair
(c1, c2) ∈ Cp, the statement ∀(c1, c2) ∈ Cp, lp = PGCP (c1, c2) is true:1. lc1

6= lc2
;2. lc1

(resp. lc2
) is not a pre�x of lc2

(resp. lc1
);3. |GCP (lc1

, lc2
)| = |lp|.Clearly, after the exeution of Lines 2.02 to 2.07, Lines 2.08 to 2.12, and Lines 2.13 to

2.16, Conditions 1, 2, and 3 holds, respetively.
2By indution of Lemma 4 on every node of the path from the root to eah leaf node, wean laim:Corollary 5 After the system exeuted a omplete Repair phase, the whole tree is a PGCPtree.
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Snap-stabilizing Pre�x Tree for P2P Systems 13Proof. By indution of Lemma 4 on every node of the path from the root to eah leafnode. 2From orollaries 3 and 5, and the fat that after the root exeuted Ation InitBroadcast,the three phases Broadcast, Heapify, and Repair proeed one after another [8℄, we anlaim the following result:Theorem 6 Running under any daemon, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 provide a snap-stabilizing Proper Greatest Common Pre�x Tree onstrution.4.3 ComplexityTheorem 7 The average time for the PGCP tree onstrution is O(h + h′) rounds. Inthe worst ase, the onstrution requires O(n) spae omplexity, O(n) rounds and O(n2)operations, where n is the number of nodes of the tree.Proof. By similarity with the PIF, we an easily establish that the broadast phasehas reahed all leaf nodes in O(h) rounds, where h is the height of the tree when theInitBroadast ation is performed. We also easily see that the heapify phase reahes theroot in O(h). During the repair phase, the number of rounds required to reah all leaf nodesof the repaired tree (and thus end the yle) is learly O(h′), where h′ is the height of thisrepaired tree (eah round inrement the depth by 0 or 1). The �rst part of the theorem isestablished.When the repair phase is initiated, more preisely after the exeution of the HEAPIFYmaro and before the exeution of the REPAIR maro on the root, it may happen thatthe tree beomes a star graph, eah node being a hild of the root (obviously exept theroot itself). This ase is learly the worst ase, not only in terms of extra spae required(n−1 = O(n)) but also in terms of number of operations sine the omplexity of the REPAIRmaro depends on the number of the root's hildren, i.e., also n − 1. More preisely, theREPAIR maro is a ombination of three operations: merging nodes, lines 2.02 to 2.06,moving nodes under other ones, lines 2.08 to 2.12 or reating a new subtree, lines 2.13 to
2.16. Among the set of possible ombinations, the one that leads to the weakest parallelismis the move of n − 2 hildren of the root under a given node s, sine, in the next round,
s will be the only one proess to work, i.e., proess these n − 2 nodes. If this worst aserepeats (and the �nal topology is a hain), the omplexity is of the following shape:

a × (n − 1) + a × (n − 2) + . . . + a = O(n2)

2where a is a onstant. Even if the worst ase is not really attrative, we use simulationsin the next setion to see what we an expet in real life in terms of lateny and extra spae.
RR n° 0123456789



14 E. Caron, F. Desprez, F. Petit, C. Tedeshi5 Simulation resultsTo better apture the expeted behavior of the snap-stabilizing PGCP tree, we simulatedthe algorithm using relevant data sets whih re�et the use of omputational platforms. Thesimulator is written in Python and ontains the three following main parts:1. It reates the tree with a set of labels of basi omputational servies ommonly used inomputation grids suh as the names of routines of linear algebra libraries, the namesof operating systems, the proessors used in today's lusters and the nodes' addresses.The number of keys is up to 5200, reating trees up to 6228 nodes (the �nal tree sizeis the number of labels inserted plus the number of labels reated to re�et the pre�xpatterns). For instane, inserting two labels DTRSM and DTRMM results in a tree whoseroot (ommon father of DTRSM and DTRMM) is labeled by DTR.2. It destroys the tree by moving subtrees, randomly. This is ahieved by modifying thefather of a randomly piked node and moving it from the set of hildren of its fatherto the set of hildren of a randomly hosen node. This operation is repeated up to n/2nodes (meaning that, in average, approximately n/2 nodes are onneted to a wrongfather).3. It launhes the algorithms by testing for eah node if the state of the node and thoseof its neighbors satisfy the guard of some ation in the algorithm, in whih ase thestatement of the ation is exeuted. This step is repeated until the tree is in a stableon�guration, i.e., a on�guration where all nodes are in state I again.
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Snap-stabilizing Pre�x Tree for P2P Systems 15bad on�gurations. The tree size ranges between 2 and 6228. We observe that the numberof rounds required by the algorithm has a logarithmi behavior (and not linear as previouslysuggested by the worst ase). It learly sales aording to the height of the tree, thuson�rming the average omplexity of the algorithm and its good salability.We have also olleted results on the extra spae required on eah node. Sine the treetopology undergoes hanges during the reonstrution, degrees of nodes also dynamiallyhange as nodes are reated, destroyed, merged or moved. Figure 1-(b) shows the highestdegree of nodes, i.e., the real extra spae required on eah node, inluding nodes reatedand/or destroyed during the reonstrution. The �nal tree size is 6228; the total numberof nodes, inluding temporary nodes, is 9120. The experiment shows that the highest ofmaximum degree of all nodes is 2540, and most of maximum degrees are very low (less than
50). This an be partly explained by the fat that the deepest a node is, the smaller is itsdegree. In other terms, during a breadth-�rst traversal of the tree, the topology quiklyenlarges lose to the root and then its breadth remains relatively stable until reahing theleaf nodes. More generally, this simulation shows that the worst ase is far to be reahedand that only few nodes will require an large extra spae.6 ConlusionThis paper presents the �rst snap-stabilizing greatest ommon pre�x tree and a general self-stabilization algorithm for distributed tries. It provides an alternative to tree-struturedpeer-to-peer networks su�ering from the high ost of repliation mehanisms and a �rststep of an innovating way to reah the fault tolerane requirements over large distributedsystems. Our algorithm is optimal in terms of stabilization time sine we prove it to besnap-stabilizing. It requires in average a number of rounds proportional to the height ofthe tree, thus providing a good salability. This result has been on�rmed by simulationexperiments based on relevant data sets. On the theoretial side, our future work willonsist to improve the worst ase omplexities in terms of extra spae requirements andtotal lateny. Also, note that our model assumes that the proesses an ommuniate witheah other. In the state model, this is modeled as if every proess an read the variablesof all the proesses of the network. However, one implemented in the message-passingmodel, the protool requires ommuniations between proesses involved in the tree only.So, on the experimental side of our future works, we plan to implement this algorithm in themessage-passing with a model based on that introdued in [18℄. On this other hand, we alsoplan to implement our algorithm inside a prototype of a peer-to-peer indexing system we areurrently developing, based on the JXTA toolbox. First experiments have been ondutedon the Grid'5000 platform [9℄.Referenes[1℄ A. Andrzejak and Z. Xu. Salable, E�ient Range Queries for Grid Information Servies. InPeer-to-Peer Computing, pages 33�40, 2002.RR n° 0123456789
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